Centre for Excellence in IPR, ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad

is organising a

TWO-DAY NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
EMERGING TRENDS IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY: AVENUES & CHALLENGES

13-14 Oct, 2023
About ICFAI Law School

The ICFAI Law School is a significant segment of the IFHE and recognized by Bar Council of India. The ICFAI Law School Hyderabad offers BBA.LLB (Hons) and BA.LLB (Hons) integrated five year courses, One Year LLM in Corporate and Commercial Laws and Tax Laws, Two Year LLM in Insolvency & bankruptcy Law and Criminal Law, Ph.D. fulltime and part time programs and Fifteen Certificate Courses in Cyber Law, Infrastructure Laws, Law of Financial Services, Immigration Laws, Solid Waste Management and Law, Goods and services Tax Laws, International Trade Law and Forensic Science and Law, Data Protection Laws, Arbitration, Mediation, Trade Mark law, Insolvency Resolution Professionals, Para Legal Services of Trial Courts, and Advanced Para Legal Services. It has been ranked 1st Among Top Law Schools of Telangana among Government and Private Law Schools by CSR-GHRDC 2021. It has been ranked 1st among the Best Promising Law School in India - Higher Education Review 2018, 2019 & 2020. It has been ranked 3rd among Top Law Schools - India Today. It has been ranked 4th among Top Law Schools of Eminence in India GHRDC. It has been ranked 7th among Private Law Colleges Careers 360.

About the Centre for Excellence in IPR

The Centre for Excellence in IPR is a constituent of ICFAI Law School, IFHE, Hyderabad to promote research and awareness in the field of intellectual property rights. The centre is dedicated to impart IP education and training to students, academicians and professionals across the country. The centre for IPR is established to promote interdisciplinary research in the area of intellectual property law, science, technology, arts and economics. The centre for IPR is looking forward to undertake research projects on the contemporary issues of importance related to intellectual property rights. The centre provides consultancy services to the innovator, creators and entrepreneurs on the filing, registration, protection, management and infringement of intellectual property rights. The centre also regularly organises conferences, seminars and webinars to spread IP awareness among the students, academicians and professionals.

About the Conference

IP and technology are closely intertwined. The protection of intellectual property rights is essential to incentivize individuals and organizations to invest in research and development, leading to technological advancements. The object of this conference is to invite various academicians, scholars and students to contribute their research on the theme of IPR and its intervention with different kind of technologies such as agrotechnology, biotechnology, nanotechnology and Artificial Intelligence.
1. **IP, Agrotechnology and Forestry**
   - IP protection for agriculture and chemical innovations
   - Sustainable agricultural technologies
   - Protection of plant varieties and farmers’ right: new dimensions
   - Traditional knowledge and patenting biological diversity
   - GI protection to agricultural, natural and manufactured goods
   - Role of ICT in agriculture

2. **Artificial Intelligence and IP**
   - Interface between AI and IPR
   - Role of AI in pharma and healthcare sector
   - AI Generative tools and copyright issues in Academia
   - Open-source AI and copyright
   - Liability for IP infringement by AI
   - IP and Metaverse

3. **IPR & Biotechnology**
   - IP protection to micro-organisms and life-forms
   - IP protection in industrial biotechnology
   - Gene and green patenting
   - Ethical and moral challenges in IP protection to Biotechnological inventions
   - Compulsory licensing
   - 3D printing, gene sequencing and bioinformatics
   - Research and Development in biotechnological sector

4. **IPR and Technology**
   - Role of IP in Technology Transfer
   - IP Protection to Computer-Related Inventions (CRI)
   - Blockchain technology and IPR
   - IPR and Nanotechnology
   - IP Management Systems, Valuation, and Auditing
   - Trademark and designs protection over technological products
   - Copyright issues in the technological world
   - IP protection to database: Data Privacy and Security issues
Fee Details:
For academicians/professionals/practitioners: INR 1500
For students/Research Scholars: INR 1000

Payment Link:
Registration Link:

Note: Registration fee includes Seminar Kit, lunch, and high tea during the conference. The facility of accommodation shall be provided for each participant on payment of Rs. 500 per day in the campus only.

Venue
ICFAI Law School, Donthnapally, Shankarapalli Road, Ranga Reddy District, Hyderabad- 501203

Click on the link below for location
https://goo.gl/maps/s7aX4UKBC2zm92z16

The top three research papers will be awarded with the cash prize

BEST RESEARCH PAPER– Rs. 5000
SECOND BEST RESEARCH PAPER – RS. 3000
THIRD BEST RESEARCH PAPER – Rs. 2000

TIMELINE
Submission of abstracts - 20th Aug, 2023
Communication of acceptance - within 72 hours of receipt
Payment of registration fees - 31st Aug, 2023
Submission of full Paper - 17th Sept, 2023
Presentation at the Conference - 13th - 14th Oct, 2023
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Chairman:
Prof. A.V. Narsimha Rao
Director, ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad

Coordinator(s):
Dr. S V Damodar Reddy
Associate Professor, ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad
Mobile: +91- 9440238077
Email: svdamodarreddy@ifheindia.org

Mr. Dilip Sharma
Assistant Professor, ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad
Mobile: +91-7698737458
Email: dilipsharma@ifheindia.org

Ms. Kiran Sharma
Assistant Professor, ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad
Mobile: +91-9953178288
Email: kiransharma@ifheindia.org

Mr. Abhishek Sharma
Assistant Professor, ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad
Mobile: +91 91273 66962
Email: abhisheksarma@ifheindia.org